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Plenty of firms offer ‘shooting eyewear’ but
it is not the same as independent ‘safety
eyewear’. Wiley X is the only manufacturer
whose entire range of hunting and
shooting glasses meets or exceeds the
hardest eyewear tests in the world – the
military’s Vo ballistic standards.
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hen it comes to hunting and shooting, there is no such thing
as ‘enough’ protection. One mistake, one accident and you can
damage or lose your eyesight forever.
This is why every single pair of Wiley X Changeable Series
glasses meets the highest ballistic impact standards – as a shooter
it is imperative that you have confidence not only in your gun and
ammunition but in your protective eyewear.
So when you are looking for shooting eyewear, it makes sense to
seek out products offering safety and, in the case of Wiley X, ballistic
impact resistance too.
And yet, just because a product is referred to as safety glasses, it
doesn’t necessarily mean it can protect your eyes from all potential
accidents.
Safety eyewear is classified in terms of the level of protection it is
designed to meet, so when making the choice it is vital that you know
what the different terms mean and the level of protection each really
offers your eyes, if an accident should occur.
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MEETING THE HIGHEST STANDARDS

As an ISO 9001:2008 certified organisation, you
can trust that every pair of Wiley X eyewear has
been rigorously tested to ensure your eyes stay
safe, no matter what the conditions.
With every style being ANSI Z87.1 rated and
EN.166 certified, the level of protection offered
by Wiley X isn’t just another marketing claim
but it’s something the company takes great pride
in and holds very seriously.
All Wiley X Changeable Series models meet
or exceed MIL-PRF-32432 (GL) Vo Ballistic
Impact Standards for spectacles. This standard
requires a spectacle to withstand the impact of
a .15 calibre (3.8mm) fragment fired at between
640 to 660fps, (702 to 723.6km/h).
So if the eyewear concerned has passed not
only the ANSI Z87.1 and EN.166F tests but
has also the military ballistic test (Vo) then the
shooter can be confident that he has the best
protection money can buy.
After all, real protection against shotgun
pellets can only be expected from safety eyewear
designed to meet such tough military ballistic
tests.
So what exactly do all of these standards
mean as it relates to keeping your eyes safe?
Let’s break it down…

ANSI Z87.1 HIGH MASS IMPACT TEST

Wiley X ANSI-tested frames and lenses must
withstand the weight of a 500g pointed projectile
dropped from a height of 127 centimetres. This tough
test ensures that they will stand up to anything you
will encounter, even a blunt force impact.

ANSI HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT

For a product to pass this test, frames and lenses
must both be able to withstand the impact of a
6.35mm-diameter steel ball fired at 164.6km/h
(ANSI). This adds yet another level of impact
protection – high-velocity protection.

EN.166F

Both the frame and the lens must withstand the
impact of a 6mm steel ball weighing 0.86g fired at
162km/h. The lens must remain in the frame and is
not to shatter. The frame must remain intact as well.

V0 BALLISTIC TESTS

The toughest test of all takes place when a 3.8mm
projectile is fired at 700 to 720km/h. This is a key
test to ascertain the ballistic protection properties of
spectacles.
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“For me, safety is everything – by teaming up with Wiley X I feel 100 per cent comfortable
knowing that my eyes will be well protected during the competitions I attend...”
JAKOB IVERSEN | 2014 COMPACT SPORTING JUNIOR CHAMPION

STAYING SAFE

Wiley X, which offers a wide
selection of glasses for many
situations, says it is unique in
the world, providing the only
complete line of hunting/
shooting eyewear where every
single model meets or goes
beyond the current military
ballistic standards.
The firm’s ultra-protective
eyewear and gloves use
the world’s most durable
and lightweight materials:
shatterproof Selenite
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polycarbonate lenses with
scratch-resistant T-Shell
Hardcoat and virtually
indestructible Triloid nylon
frames, not to mention flameresistant materials.
And if that isn’t enough to
convince you, Jakob Iversen, the
2014 Compact Sporting Junior
Champion has his own view on
safety glasses and is teamed up
with Wiley X because he knew
what the brand could offer him
in terms of eye protection.

He explained: “For me, safety
is everything – by teaming up
with Wiley X I feel 100 per cent
comfortable knowing that my
eyes will be well protected during
the competitions I attend now as
well as in the future.
“To most of the elderly
shooters the safety aspect has
never been something they
considered. Some of them have
paid the price for that, and I don’t
want to be another number in
the statistics.” GTW
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